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What it is or will be
Can you control the fate of your destiny?
The bridge of hope is set on fire
Our chance to beat the greedy caught in a blaze
Well, I proclaim we raise our fists together and march
out in the night
The ones behind the machine crippled the dream
They want the cookie cutter
They want easy
I proclaim, we took this oath together
Slay the industry
What is is or will be
Can you control the fate of your destiny?

I'm looking at this ring of fire
I see the ones who do it for the money
Closing the doors and in the stores
They are paying the price and in the light work, baby,
work
Maybe you'll get your break
I'll keep my dignity
I'm walking my way

I proclaim we set the night on fire
Riders to the sky
What it is or will be
Can you control the fate of your destiny?

I pledged a vow onto the ones
That live in vain and honor history of
Those who break the chains
Honor now how much would you give to play?
You lords
Rise above the stagnant state
Can you hear it? this is a new wave
Come into this light
Stand with me
Tear down the walls of deceit to save yourself
Into a better life
Things will change only if you believe
From the ashes
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We stand for what there should be
In the industry and make history
Branded as a failure and they told me that this was the
end
Can you hear them calling?
Motherfucker, I'll do it all over again
Branded as a failure and they told me that this was the
end
Can you hear them calling?
Motherfucker, I'll do it all over again
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